Social Work — Doctorate

SWKD 701 RESEARCH METHODS I (4)  T  0900AM  1130AM  RLEGH 0112
SWKD 703 PHIL ISSUES IN SWLK KNOWDG BUILD (3)  W  0400PM  0640PM  BUSNS 2122
SWKD 708 SOC & BEHAV SCI FOUND FOR SLWK (3)  W  0100PM  0340PM  RLEGH 0112
SWKD 792 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1)  TBA
SWKD 792 INDEPENDENT STUDY (2)  TBA
SWKD 792 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3)  TBA
SWKD 792 INDEPENDENT STUDY (4)  TBA
SWKD 797 DIRECTED RESEARCH (3)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (1)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (2)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (3)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (4)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (5)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (6)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (7)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (8)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (9)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (10)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (11)  TBA
SWKD 798 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (12)  TBA

University Honors Program

The University Honors Program is open to all students who meet specified entrance requirements. For more information, contact Dr. John Berglund, honors director, (804) 828-1803.

BIOL 308 HONORS: VERTEBRATE HISTOLOGY (4)  10571  701  CONDOR, C  MWF  1000AM  1150AM  LFSCI 0101
CHEM 491 HONORS: NANOTECHNOLOGY (3)  11404  701  GRIEPEL, A  TR  1230PM  0145PM  ENGRB 0106
ECON 210 HONORS: PRIN OF ECON (3)  15969  701  REILLY, R  MWF  1100AM  1150AM  BUSNS 3142
ENGL 101 HONORS: COMPOSITION & RHETORIC I (3)  11739  700  SILVERMAN, J  MWF  0100PM  0150PM  BUSNS 2141
ENGL 101 HONORS: COMPOSITION & RHETORIC I (3)  11740  701  BRIGGNER, J  TR  0300PM  0445PM  HIBBS 0208
ENGL 200 HONORS:AMERICAN LITERATURE II (3)  11810  701  KINNEY, J  MW  0330PM  0445PM  BUSNS 1108
ENGR 402 HONORS:SENIOR DESIGN STUDIO SEM (3)  11953  701  CREGGER, B  MWF  0100PM  0150PM  ENGRB 0101
ENGR 491 HONORS: NANOTECHNOLOGY (3)  11769  702  ENTZMINGER, B  MWF  1000AM  1050AM  BUSNS 2141

HIST 101 HONORS: SURVEY OF EUROPEAN HIST (3)  12406  701  MESSMER, R  TR  1230PM  0145PM  BUSNS 2117
HIST 103 HONORS:SURVEY OF AMERICAN HIST (3)  12416  700  BRICELAND, A  MWF  1000AM  1150AM  HIBBS 0208
HONR 190 HONORS: FRESHMAN SEMINAR (1)  12496  701  BOWRING, S  M  0100PM  0215PM  OLVED 2125
HONR 190 HONORS: FRESHMAN SEMINAR (1)  12497  702  MESSMER, R  T  0330PM  0445PM  BUSNS 2110
HONR 190 HONORS: FRESHMAN SEMINAR (1)  12498  700  GUSEPHIELLE, A  T  0930AM  1045AM  OLVED 2125
HONR 190 HONORS: FRESHMAN SEMINAR (1)  12499  700  FINE, R  M  0330PM  0445PM  TEMP 3315
HONR 190 HONORS: FRESHMAN SEMINAR (1)  12500  700  GUERRERO, S  M  1000AM  1115AM
HONR 190 HONORS: FRESHMAN SEMINAR (1)  12501  700  HOWARD, C  M  0200PM  0315PM  BUSNS 1130
HONR 190 HONORS: FRESHMAN SEMINAR (1)  12502  700  REXROAD, D  M  1000AM  1115AM  TEMP 2226
HONR 190 HONORS: FRESHMAN SEMINAR (1)  12503  700  CALDWELL, R  M  0200PM  0315PM
HONR 190 HONORS: FRESHMAN SEMINAR (1)  12504  700  PARMELEE, D  M  0330PM  0445PM  BUSNS 2136
HONR 399 HONORS: GEOMETRY AND ART (1.5)  12506  713  CLARK, S  MWF  0900AM  0950AM  HIBBS 0208
HONR 399 HONORS: KAFKA AND PRAGUE (1.5)  12506  713  DVORAK, P  MWF  0900AM  0950AM  HIBBS 0208